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Featured Products
Edgewood College is an independent liberal arts institution in Madison, Wisconsin, with
manual sliding
approximately 2,500 undergraduate and 500 graduate students. Its 72,000 sq ft, 4-story revolving door
residence serves as an example of environmental sustainability in addition to providing a
PRODUCTS Dominican Hall was designed
comfortable home to 168 students. From the outset, the college’s
and built to meet Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED ®) points. It was the
first college/university residence in Wisconsin to receive Silver Certification.
According to Tim Andrews, Sustainability Manager at Edgewood, “We are committed to the
auto swinging
planet….We don’t just go green in one or two areas. We want green practices to be standard as
broadly as possible.”
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The Challenge
With the college’s committment to environmental stewardship, architects from the firm Potter
Lawson were tasked with designing a building that was constructed according to green principles
and that would sustain itself with renewable energy systems and green materials.
swinging
door controls
“In adding new residential space to the campus, the collegeauto
was
seeking a building
that fulfilled itslocks
larger mission of creating sustainable environments,“ explained the architectural firm.
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All aspects of the design and construction—door hardware selection included—were approached
with sustainability in mind.
The Solution
Specifiers chose DORMA architectural hardware for internal and external doorways throughout
Dominican Hall.
8900 Series Surface Door Closers—with full-range spring power adjustment, self-adjusting
backcheck, and independent latch and sweep speed valves—offer hydraulic control with modern
architectural styling. DORMA’s 7400 Series Surface Door Closers were also selected. Along with
versatility, they also provide modern styling and safe, reliable door control. DORMA’s 9000
Series Exit Devices offer superior durability in high impact applications. With a partial length
touchpad, they permit installing options such as cylinder dogging and exit alarms in the field.
Providing the same advantages as other exit devices in the 9000 series, DORMA’s Narrow Stile
9000 Series Exit Devices work exceptionally on narrow stile aluminum doors where a standard
device won’t fit.
The Result
In addition to contributing to sustainability, DORMA products have ensured that the building’s
doors are reliable, safe, and secure. Plus, the variety of finishes and trims available allowed
specifiers to match hardware to interior décor, making the openings attractive as well as
dependable.

PREMIUM ACCESS SOLUTIONS & SERVICES
DORMA has been a market leader of innovative access solutions for more than 100 years.
The DORMA portfolio includes architectural hardware, specialty hardware for glass door and
wall applications, door automation systems, operable wall systems, and electronic access
control systems.

DORMA USA, Inc.
Dorma Drive, Drawer AC
Reamstown, PA 17567
Tel: 800 523 8483
Fax: 800 274 9724
www.dorma.com
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